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1. Introduction 
Virtual systems are the key to success for any new SOC/ASIC design. They give the ability to verify functionality, algorithms and 
design logic without going into a time consuming tape-out process. They are also used to develop necessary software before the actual 
hardware hits out of the semiconductor fabrication unit, which decreases the time to market of the product and hence gives it a 
competitive edge. Pipelining is an integral part of any current generation processor, but not so much for their virtual models, maybe 
because there is no true parallel processing available in the languages generally preferred to model such high level virtual 
simulators.3-stage pipelining requires three instructions to be going through three different operations (fetch, decode and execute) at 
the same time when the pipeline is full, these stages are as follows: 
Stage-1: Fetch Instruction - processor fetches the instruction from the memory subsystem, the instruction address is provided by the 
Program Counter register, i.e. incremented by the address increment method to fetch the next instruction when required by the 
processor. 
Stage-2: Decode Instruction - processor now decodes the machine instruction which was fetched in stage-1. The decoding is done by 
the instruction decoder which reverses the instruction encoding protocol to identify the exact type of instruction, a sample instruction 
encoding scheme used for ARM data processing instructions is described in Table-I. The value of the fetched 32 bit instruction is 
matched with each of the instruction encoding field to get the type of instruction and then further action can be taken in the execution 
stage. The only time ALU may get utilized in decode stage is at the time of branch instructions, when the offset address to jump to, is 
calculated in the decode stage itself, which may lead to pipeline hazards in the actual hardware while executing the software which is 
never tested on a pipelined virtual model of the target machine. 
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Processor simulator models are the integral part of nearly all modern SOC/ASIC virtual platforms, as they let the software 
development team to progress without the dependency on the silicon tape-out time. Important considerations while developing 
an Instruction Set Simulator are speed and accuracy, which generally comes at the cost of decreased granularity of the different 
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performance efficiency to the processor ISS over a similarly modeled no pipeline version of the ISS. Classic RISC 3 stage 
pipeline is taken as a reference for this design and implementation. 
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Stage-3: Execute Instruction – processor executed the decoded instruction in this stage and any general purpose register as well as 
program status registers (CPSR bits) involved in the instruction execution along with the processor internal states are updated. This 
also includes the memory load and store operation, or program counter updates if there is any branch or the destination register for the 
executed instruction is PC. The instruction which goes through this life-cycle will take in general 3 processor clock cycles, assuming 
that each stage takes exactly 1 cycle long to finish.  
This is clear that the ISS model need to have a parallel processing ability to model such a feature of concurrent notion of time, for 
simulating parallel processes of hardware. This feature is implemented and verified very thoroughly in SystemC modeling language 
and hence becomes the language of choice for implementation of the pipeline logic in a virtual model. The three stage pipeline logic 
demands that for a set of non-branched instructions, at a time T, instruction N should be in execution stage, instruction N+1 should be 
in the decoding stage and instruction N+2 should be in the fetch stage. In SystemC we may implement this by the use of thread 
processes SystemC is specifically designed to be used as a virtual platform modeling and testing language, some major components of 
SystemC is the ability to accurately model input/output ports, communication channels, functional algorithms of hardware - processes 
(method and threads), etc. 
 
2. Problem Statement 
Mainstream processor ISS virtual models do not implement the pipelines, as it’s a bottleneck to the performance and increases code 
complexity when implemented in the languages as C, C++, which are the language of choice for fast models of processor, but 
thisreduces the granularity of instruction lifecycle from its major three stages (Fig. 1), To only a single stage in the ISS (Fig. 2). 
 

 
Figure 1: Three Stage Granularity of Instruction Life Cycle 

 

 
Figure 2: Single Stage Granularity of Instruction Life Cycle 

 
Reducing the granularity results in eradication of the ISS model’s scope for architecture exploration of new processors and system 
programming for them e.g. development of new compiler design and verification, both of which are dependent on the granular 
accuracy of the target machine, limiting the current ISS model’s use only for pre-silicon software testing and execution. 
 
3. Proposed Solution 
Implement the 3 stages of pipeline in the ISS model, making its granular accuracy better and improving its instruction execution 
efficiency. Algorithm for implementation for 3 stage pipelines is described by the Fig. 3, which shows the communication flow 
between the multithreaded processes (Fetch, Decode, Execute, Address increment unit) and SystemC simulation kernel, it also shows 
the event notification and synchronization technique used by the threads to avoid out of order execution of the pipelines on multicore 
machines, giving a deterministic simulation behavior on every platform, in addition to this, the figure also describes the calling 
mechanism of each thread as per the language construct rules. 
SystemC implementation of Fetch operation: This operation requires the instruction at the address stored in the program counter to be 
fetched from the memory subsystem. This communication part is handled by the SystemC-TLM blocking transport, for which a TLM 
simple initiator socket is implemented in the arm-vm module. Fetch function is registered as a SystemC thread, and all its functionality 
is implemented in an infinite while loop, which uses wait function to give control back to the scheduler, a wait of one clock cycle is 
used. As fetch is a thread and is automatically invoked by the kernel, it is also responsible for invoking the decode thread, which is 
sensitive on the event begin decode and will not get invoked unless the event is triggered. 
SystemC implementation of Decode operation: This operation requires the fetched instruction to be checked for different encoding 
schemes of different types of instructions as per the ARM instruction encoding scheme, once identified, the thread labels the 
instruction type for the execute thread to use for its operation. 
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Figure 3: Implementation Algorithm and Flow of SystemC 3 Stage Pipeline. 

 
SystemC implementation of Execute operation: This operation uses the value of decoded instruction to call the execution routines for 
the specific instruction type. It does the memory read writes in case of load store instructions, and updates the register file of ISS if 
any register operation has been executed. 
SystemC implementation of Address increment method: Once an instruction is executed, processor waits for the next instruction to 
execute, thus there must remain a mechanism to update the address of the next instruction before the fetch thread comes out of its wait 
state. This is done by using SystemC Method process, a method process acts just like a function call, but one which can be triggered 
by an event and also can be executed in a delta delay between the execution of next cycle of simulation. It increments the instruction 
address by adding four bytes to it, as each ARM mode instruction is 4 bytes long. One catch here is that if the program counter is 
updated in the execute state (e.g. by a branch instruction), then program counter must not increment its value, so that the updated 
instruction address remains valid. 
 
4. Methodology 
 

 
Figure 4: ARM Virtual system used for simulating instructions 

 
The virtual system used for simulating the ARM instructions to evaluate the performance of the virtual model of 3 stage pipeline, 
consisted of the subsystems as shown in Fig. 4. Where ARM_VM is the ISS, BUS_VM is the interconnect bus and Memory is the 
virtual model of memory where the instructions are loaded. Communication is performed using TLM2.0 protocol complaint blocking 
transactions. The whole virtual platform is simulated by SystemC kernel which goes through various phases as described in Fig. 5. 
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Figure 5: Different phases of SystemC simulation kernel 

 
These phases are invisible to the user and the software instructions simulating over the virtual system and efforts are underway by the 
language working group to take advantage of host system’s multi-core processors to give a realistic parallel processing solution for 
multithreaded simulations like that of pipelines 
To analyze the execution of the instructions on the ISS, we also require a value change trace tool - GTKWave, which creates and 
updates a graph with the values of of all signals which it is tracing at the exact time of change event, As the ISS has provided signals 
to monitor the phases of instruction being executed, the instruction value is also displayed in the graph every time any change occurs. 
The value change graph of non-pipelined ISS model is given by Fig. 6, The graph displays the Time axis in nanoseconds, and the flow 
of instruction as it goes through different stages of its lifecycle. In this graph, it displays the instruction 0xE3A00010 being fetched at 
0ns, at 1ns it goes into decode mode, at 2ns it goes into execute mode, at time 3ns, a new instruction 0xE3A01020 starts its own 
lifecycle. It is clear that no other instruction is being handled by the ISS while one is being processed. 
 

 
Figure 6: Single Stage ISS execution value change dump trace graph. 

 
For the 3 stage pipelined ISS, the graph is given in Fig. 7, which displays that the instruction 0xE3A00010 being fetched at 0ns, at 1ns 
it goes into decode mode, and a new instruction 0xE3A01020 starts its fetch phase at the same time, at 2ns instruction-1 goes into 
execute phase, instructions-2 goes in decode phase and a new instruction-3 0xE3A02030 starts its fetch phase, and the ISS continues 
the concurrent phases of individual instructions, providing the necessary granularity of a three stage pipelined real processor. 
 

 
Figure 7: Three Stage ISS execution value change dump trace graph 

 
5. Conclusion 
Analysis of the value change dump graphs generated by the GTKWave trace dump tool Fig. 6, and Fig. 7, shows that the pipelined 
ISS model executes the instructions concurrently in all three stages, and verifies the implementation of 3 stage pipeline in the ISS 
processor model, using the results given by the trace tool, we can conclude that the newly implemented 3 stage pipelined ISS virtual 
model had improved the granular accuracy of every instruction it executed, and thus giving a functionally accurate base for 
verification of hidden pipeline hazards in the software, which may remain undetected until the time of silicon tape-out and hardware 
porting, if the software is never executed on a granular pipelined ISS virtual model, and saving the expensive cost of debugging these 
hard to catch bugs in software at a later stage. 
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